CONDITIONS OF PARTICIPATION – SEASON FINALE & WARM-UP ALGARVE
1. Only racing cars or road vehicles converted into racing cars are permitted to take
part.
2. This event concerns a test event to achieve a maximum speed. Each and every
participant must therefore ensure adequate insurance cover for persons and
equipment. In the event of accidents, each vehicle owner or the driver under contract
is liable for damage to his own vehicle and for damage to equipment and/or parts on
the racetrack (e.g. crash barrier damage).
3. Access to the paddock is monitored by the racetrack operator. However, BLACK
FALCON is not liable for any loss of or damage to any material or vehicles.
4. Participating vehicles must have at least the performance level of GT4 / TCR cars.
Only vehicles with a closed body (no open or formula vehicles) shall be admitted. The
highest categories are GTE, GT3 and LMP3 vehicles. Higher categories such as
LMP2, LMP1 or DTM vehicles are not permitted. In case of doubt, please check back
/ inquire at: tracktime@black-falcon.de.
5. The following vehicle equipment is mandatory for participating vehicles:
a. Safety cage with side impact protection
b. Racing tyres (slicks / rain tyres)
c. Fire extinguisher (hand extinguisher or extinguishing system)
6. Participation is reserved exclusively for drivers over the age of 18 with racetrack
experience. A minimum requirement for all drivers is the prior participation in at least
five comparable test or trackday events. Race track newcomers are only permitted if
a coach/instructor is seated in an FIA-approved passenger seat mounted in the
vehicle for the entire duration of the respective driving session.
7. BLACK FALCON reserves the right to exclude negatively conspicuous or obviously
overburdened drivers from further participation in the event.
8. A racing helmet (with FIA approval, no motorcycle helmet) is mandatory, a HANS
system and fireproof racing clothing are strongly recommended. Helmets can also be
rented on location for a fee.
9. Night training, if provided, will generally only take place with a minimum of six
participating vehicles.
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10. Tyre orders must be received by BLACK FALCON at least 14 days prior to the start
of the event; in the case of later orders, punctual delivery cannot be guaranteed.
11. BLACK FALCON may decide to make exceptions with regard to the abovementioned conditions of participation in individual cases on request.
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